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Return to Campus Safely
Back-to-School Solutions
At schools, temperature screening products and solutions are needed to enhance the safe stay of all 
the students and staff while also giving them quick access to classrooms, offices and dormitories. Now 
with Hikvision’s Temperature Screening Solutions, this process becomes much easier – and much safer.
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As students and staff get ready to return to classes, schools face several new challenges in keeping 
everyone safe and healthy. School administrators are asking questions such as:

Pain Points

Our Solutions

Onboard Temperature 
Screening & Mask Detection
The school bus system is one of the most important transportation 
methods for students. Hikvision’s Smart Onboard Temperature Screening 
Terminals support non-contact skin-surface temperature measurement, 
mask detection, attendance check and audio alarms to detect abnormal 
temperatures at an earlier stage and keep bus travel safe. 
*The attendance check function will come soon.

Now with Hikvision Back-to-School Solutions, the question above have answers, 
and all the specific needs for a typical school scenario can be easily met.

Flexible 
Product Options

Touch-free Temperature
Measurement

Centralized 
Management

A variety of products and solutions 
will suit a host of specific needs for 

any scenario.

High-efficiency temperature 
measurement without close contact 

provides even more protection.

Instant visualization of overall 
statistics enhances protection 

and facilitates exporting of data. 

Smart onboard 
temperature screening 
terminal
DS-MDH005-B

How can we create a process for students and staff to be screened for temperatures
in a way that is convenient and accurate?
How can we screen temperatures regularly, e.g., every four hours?
How do we store the required detailed records of each person‘s or group’s temperature history?



Now with Hikvision Back-to-School Solutions, the question above have answers, 
and all the specific needs for a typical school scenario can be easily met.

Temperature Screening
& Mask Detection
at entrance lobbies

Upon arriving at school, students and staff shall be guided 
to the pre-set entrance lobbies for preliminary temperature 
measurement before entering the campus. A variety of 
devices are available to meet temperature measurement, 
mask detection and attendance management needs.

Instant visualization
of temperature and mask detection
with DeepinMind NVRs

Fast installation 
with thermographic
cameras

Temperature
Screening
& Mask 
Detection
at classrooms
and dormitories
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HikCentral 

Touch-free 
temperature 
measurement

Powerful data management 
and visualized demonstration

At the control room, site managers and security staff can view 
statistics and temperature records of all connected sites in real 
time using HikCentral. HikCentral creates instant popups and other 
notifications upon detection of abnormal temperatures. 

*Hikvision’s temperature screening products are designed for the detection of skin-surface temperatures so as to achieve rapid preliminary screening 
in public areas. Actual core body temperatures should be further confirmed using clinical measurement devices. Under any circumstances, it is highly 
recommended to use Hikvision’s temperature screening products in accordance with local laws and regulations.

Mask detection
at open areas
Open areas are where students carry out after-class activities. It is recommended to install IP cameras for face mask detection and 
intrusion detection so as to better protect students.

High-efficiency 
mask detection

· Touch-free temperature screening  
  with access control

At the entrances for classrooms and dormitories, Hikvision 
recommends MinMoe Terminals for preliminary temperature 
screening, mask detection and access control. 
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